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Results of the other two parallel groups of MD simulations 

To ensure the veracity of the results of MD simulations, triplicates of MD simulations with 
different initial velocities were performed. Besides the one in the main text, the other two are shown 
herein. As indicated by the results of the MD simulation in the main text, the simulation from 100-
200 ns does not provide further valuable information. Therefore, we performed analysis of 0-100 ns 
simulation for these two groups of MD simulations to verify the consistency among all the three 
independent groups. Results are shown below (Figures S1 to S4) and they are highly consistent with 
the results in the main text.  
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Figure S1. The MD simulation results of the second parallel group of our open Arg167 ATCase and 
the closed Arg167 ATCase, related to Figure 3. (A) The structural alignment of start and end 
conformations of the MD simulation for ATCase with open (left) and closed (right) conformation of 
Arg167. In each alignment, start and end conformations are colored in yellow and green respectively; 
Arg167 is shown as sticks. (B) The comparison of χ1 dihedral angle fluctuation (left) and distribution 
(right) of Arg167 starting with open and closed conformation during the simulation. (C) The dynamic 
cross-correlation map in the MD simulation for ATCase with open (left) and closed (right) 
conformation of Arg167. In each map, the Cα correlation between Arg167 and His170/Tyr197 is 
indicated by black boxes. 
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Figure S2. The MD simulation results of the third parallel group of our open Arg167 ATCase and the 
closed Arg167 ATCase, related to Figure 3. (A) The structural alignment of start and end 
conformations of the MD simulation for ATCase with open (left) and closed (right) conformation of 
Arg167. In each alignment, start and end conformations are colored in yellow and green respectively; 
Arg167 is shown as sticks. (B) The comparison of χ1 dihedral angle fluctuation (left) and distribution 
(right) of Arg167 starting with open and closed conformation during the simulation. (C) The dynamic 
cross-correlation map in the MD simulation for ATCase with open (left) and closed (right) 
conformation of Arg167. In each map, the Cα correlation between Arg167 and His170/Tyr197 is 
indicated by black boxes. 
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Figure S3. Diagrams depicting the second parallel group of MD simulations for the stability of 
ATCase with the open or closed conformation of Arg167, related to Figure 4. (A) The rmsd variation 
of Cα during the simulation. In each case, the variation of rmsd is relatively steady when comes to 
the end of simulation, indicating an equilibrium was achieved. (B) The rmsf of Cα variation averaged 
by residue. In each case, residues in the three peaks are located on 80’s loop, 130’s loop, and 240’s 
loop. (C) The total potential energy variation during the simulation. In each case, the total potential 
energy becomes steady rapidly after equilibration process begins. 
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Figure S4. Diagrams depicting the third parallel group of MD simulations for the stability of ATCase 
with the open or closed conformation of Arg167, related to Figure 4. (A) The rmsd variation of Cα 
during the simulation. In each case, the variation of rmsd is relatively steady when comes to the end 
of simulation, indicating an equilibrium was achieved. (B) The rmsf of Cα variation averaged by 
residue. In each case, residues in the three peaks are located on 80’s loop, 130’s loop, and 240’s loop. 
(C) The total potential energy variation during the simulation. In each case, the total potential energy 
becomes steady rapidly after equilibration process begins. 


